
On the Complexity of Planningin Transportation DomainsMalte HelmertInstitut f�ur Informatik, Albert-Ludwigs-Universit�at FreiburgGeorges-K�ohler-Allee, Geb�aude 052, 79110 Freiburg, Germanyhelmert@informatik.uni-freiburg.deAbstract. The e�ciency of AI planning systems is usually evaluatedempirically. The planning domains used in the competitions of the 1998and 2000 AIPS conferences are of particular importance in this context.Many of these domains share a common theme of transporting portables,making use of mobiles traversing a map of locations and roads.In this contribution, we embed these benchmarks into a well-structuredhierarchy of transportation problems and study the computational com-plexity of optimal and non-optimal planning in this domain family. Weidentify the key features that make transportation tasks hard and tryto shed some light on the recent success of planning systems based onheuristic local search, as observed in the AIPS 2000 competition.1 IntroductionApart from generally applicable hardness results [4], there is hardly any theo-retical work on the time and space e�ciency of common planning algorithms,so empirical methods have become the standard for performance evaluationsin the planning community. Running time on problems from classical planningdomains such as Logistics and Blocksworld has often been (and still is)used for comparing the relative merits of planning systems. However, this kindof comparison is always di�cult. If no planning system performs well in a givendomain, does that mean that they are all poor, or is that domain intrinsicallyhard? If they all perform well, is this because of their strength or because of thesimplicity of the task?On a related issue, should planning systems be preferred that generate shorterplans but need more time? While there is no general answer to that question,theoretical results can contribute to the discussion, e. g. in cases where generatingplans is easy but generating optimal plans is infeasible.For addressing these issues, domain-speci�c complexity results for planningtasks appear to be useful. Pondering which domains to analyze, the ones thatimmediately spring to mind are the competition benchmarks from AIPS 1998and AIPS 2000, considering their general importance for the planning communityand the wealth of empirical performance data available.While it would be possible to investigate each competition domain in isola-tion, it seems more worthwhile to identify commonly reoccurring concepts and
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prove more general results that apply to domain families rather than individualdomains. Not only does this help present the results in a more structured way, italso allows to shed some light on the sources of hardness in these benchmarks.Because of space limitations, we only discuss the transportation domain fam-ily here, covering eight of the thirteen competition domains, namelyGrid,Grip-per, Logistics, Mystery, Mystery', and three versions of Miconic-10. Asimilar discussion of the other domains (Assembly,Blocksworld, FreeCell,Movie, and Schedule) and the corresponding domain families as well as a morethorough discussion of the results presented here can be found elsewhere [8].In the following section, we will introduce and analyze some new transporta-tion problems generalizing most of the competition benchmarks. Section 3 ap-plies the results of this analysis to the competition domains and covers someadditional aspects of the Grid and Miconic-10 domains. The implications ofthose results are discussed in Section 4, followed by some comments on relatedwork in Section 5 and possible directions for future research in Section 6.2 A Hierarchy of Transportation ProblemsIn this section, we will de�ne and analyze a hierarchy of transportation prob-lems that combines the key features of the important transportation benchmarkdomains.De�nition 1. Transport taskA Transport task is a 9-tuple (V;E;M;P; fuel0; l0; lG; cap; road), where{ (V;E) is the roadmap graph; its vertices are called locations, its edges arecalled roads,{ M is a �nite set of mobiles,{ P is a �nite set of portables (V , M , and P must be disjoint),{ fuel0 : V ! N is the fuel function,{ l0 : (M [ P )! V is the initial location function,{ lG : P ! V is the goal location function,{ cap :M ! N is the capacity function, and �nally{ road :M ! P(E) is the movement constraints function.This should not require much explanation. The goal location function is onlyde�ned for portables because we do not care about the �nal locations of mobiles.We do require that goal locations are speci�ed for all portables, unlike mostplanning domains. This is because portables with unspeci�ed goals could safelybe ignored, not contributing to the hardness of the task.The fuel function bounds the number of times a given location can be leftby a mobile. Fuel is associated with locations rather than mobiles because thisis the way it is handled in the Mystery-like domains. The carrying capacityfunction bounds the number of portables a given mobile can carry at the sametime. The movement constraints function speci�es which roads a given mobileis allowed to use.We will now de�ne some special cases of transportation tasks.
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De�nition 2. Special cases of Transport tasksFor i; j 2 f1;1; �g and k 2 f1;+; �g, Iijk is de�ned as the set of all Trans-port tasks I = (V;E;M;P; fuel0; l0; lG; cap; road) satisfying:{ For i = 1, cap(m) = 1 for all mobiles m (one mobile can carry one portable).{ For i =1, cap(m) = jP j for all mobiles m (unlimited capacity).{ For j = 1, fuel0(v) = 1 for all locations v (one fuel unit per location).{ For j =1, fuel0(v) =11 for all locations v (unlimited fuel).{ For k = +, road(m) = E for all mobiles m (no movement restrictions).{ For k = 1, road(m) = E for all mobiles m and jM j = 1 (no movementrestrictions, only one mobile).According to this de�nition, the most general task set, containing allTrans-port tasks, is I���, and the most speci�c ones, having no proper specializationsin the hierarchy, are I111, I111, I111, and I111.De�nition 3. Transport state transition graphThe state transition graph T (I) of a Transport task I = (V;E;M;P;fuel0; l0; lG; cap; road) is the digraph (VT ; AT ) with VT = (M [ P ! V [M)�(V ! f0; : : : ;maxfuel0(V )g)2 and ((l; fuel); (l0; fuel0)) 2 AT if and only if:(9m 2M; v; v0 2 V : l(m) = v ^ fv; v0g 2 road(m) ^ fuel(v) > 0^ l0 = l � (m; v0)3 ^ fuel0 = fuel� (v; fuel(v)� 1))_ (9m 2M;p 2 P : l(m) = l(p) ^ jf p 2 P j l(p) = m gj < cap(m)^ l0 = l � (p;m) ^ fuel0 = fuel)_ (9m 2M;p 2 P : l(p) = m ^ l0 = l � (p; l(m)) ^ fuel0 = fuel)This de�nition captures the intuition of legal state transitions in the speci�edtransportation task. The �rst disjunct speci�es transitions related to movementsof a mobile, the second relates to a mobile picking up a portable, and the thirdto a mobile dropping a portable. In the following, we will only use these intuitiveterms when talking about state transitions.We can now de�ne the decision problems we are interested in:De�nition 4. PlanEx-TransportijkGiven: Transport task I = (V;E;M;P; fuel0; l0; lG; cap; road) 2 Iijk .Question: In T (I), is there any directed path from (l0; fuel0) to (lG; fuel0) forsome fuel0 2 V ! N?De�nition 5. PlanLen-TransportijkGiven: Transport task I = (V;E;M;P; fuel0; l0; lG; cap; road) 2 Iijk ;K 2 N.Question: In T (I), is there a directed path of length at most K from (l0; fuel0)to (lG; fuel0) for some fuel0 2 V ! N?1 Of course, 1 is not a natural number. However, as we shall see shortly in the proofof Theorem 1, we can assume that there is \enough" fuel at each location, justifyingthis de�nition.2 States specify the location of mobiles and portables and the current fuel function.3 We use the notation f � (a0; b0) for functional overloading, i. e. the function f 0 withf 0(a0) = b0 and f 0(a) = f(a) for a 6= a0.
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Theorem 1. PlanLen-Transport��� 2 NPProof. If we can show that any solvable Transport task I has a solution oflength p(jjI jj) for some �xed polynomial p, then a simple guess and check algo-rithm can solve the problem non-deterministically.This is true because each portable only needs to be at each location at mostonce, bounding the number of pickup and drop actions, and in between twopickup or drop actions, no mobile should visit a given location twice. 2Corollary 1. PlanEx-Transportijk �p PlanLen-Transportijk for arbi-trary values of i; j; k (and hence PlanEx-Transport��� 2 NP)Proof. A Transport task I has a solution if and only if it has a solution oflength p(jjI jj), for the polynomial p from the preceding theorem. Therefore themapping of I to (I; p(jjI jj)) is a polynomial reduction. 22.1 Plan ExistenceTheorem 2. PlanEx-Transport�1� 2 PProof. Using breadth-�rst search on road(m) starting at l0(m) for each mobilem with non-zero capacity, we can determine which roads can ever be used byany loaded mobile. The task can be solved if and only if for each portable p,lG(p) can be reached from l0(p) using these roads. This can easily be decided inpolynomial time, and in fact the actual plans can easily be generated. 2This shows that the plan existence problems can be solved in polynomialtime if no fuel constraints are present. We will now show that they are NP-complete otherwise, by proving NP-hardness of PlanEx-Transport111 andPlanEx-Transport111.Theorem 3. PlanEx-Transport111 is NP-completeProof. Membership inNP is already known. We proveNP-hardness by a reduc-tion from the NP-complete problem of �nding a Hamiltonian path with a �xedstart vertex [6, Problem GT39]. Let (V;E) be a graph and v1 2 V . Then (V;E)contains a Hamiltonian path starting at v1 if and only if there is a solution forthe Transport task I 2 I111 de�ned as follows: For each v 2 V , there are twodistinct locations v (called an entrance) and v� (called an exit), with one unit offuel each. At each entrance, there is a portable to be moved to the correspondingexit. There is only one mobile, of capacity one, starting at the entrance v1. Thereare roads from v to v� for v 2 V and from u� to v for fu; vg 2 E.Now, if there is a Hamiltonian path in (V;E) starting at v1, say [v1; : : : ; vn],then there is a solution for the planning task where the movement path of themobile is [v1; v�1 ; : : : ; vn; v�n] and portables are picked up and dropped in theobvious way.Now consider there is a solution to the planning task. Whenever a portableis picked up (at an entrance), the only reasonable thing to do is to move toits destination (the corresponding exit) and drop it, because there is no use in
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deferring that movement when the carrying capacity is exhausted. The mobilemust then proceed to the next entrance, which is only possible in the waysde�ned by the edges in the original graph. Thus, the plan corresponds to a pathin the original graph that visits every vertex. It must be Hamiltonian, because ifan entrance were ever visited twice, it could never be left again because of fuelconstraints. 2Although the same reduction could be used in the in�nite capacity case, wegive another proof for this case showing that it is already NP-complete even ifthe roadmap is restricted to be a planar graph.Theorem 4. PlanEx-Transport111 is NP-completePlanEx-Transport111 is NP-complete, even if the roadmap is restrictedto be a planar graph.Proof. Membership in NP is already known. For hardness, we reduce from theHamiltonian Path problem with a �xed start vertex in a planar graph [8]. Let(V;E) be the graph and v1 2 V . Then (V;E) contains a Hamiltonian pathstarting at v1 if and only if there is a solution for the Transport task I 2 I111de�ned as follows: The roadmap of the planning task is (V;E), each locationprovides one unit of fuel, and there is one portable to be delivered to eachlocation from v1, the initial location of the only mobile (of unlimited capacity).Clearly, this problem is solvable if and only if there is a Hamiltonian Path in(V;E) starting at v1. 2This concludes our analysis of the PlanEx-Transportijk decision prob-lems. They can be solved in polynomial time if j = 1 and are NP-completeotherwise.2.2 Bounded Plan ExistenceTheorems 1, 3 and 4 and Corollary 1 imply NP-completeness for PlanLen-Transportijk for j 6=1. In this subsection, we will show that the same resultholds in the unrestricted fuel case, even in some very limited special cases.In fact, the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 can be adjusted to prove NP-completeness of PlanLen-Transport111 and PlanLen-Transport111 byreplacing the fuel restrictions with plan length bounds of 4jV j � 1 and 3jV j � 3,respectively. However, these results require allowing for arbitrary (or arbitraryplanar) roadmaps, and thus do not apply to planning domains such as Logisticsor Grid. For that reason, we will prove some stronger results now.The �rst result in this section applies to grid roadmaps, i. e. graphs withvertex set f0; : : : ; wg � f0; : : : ; hg for some w; h 2 N (called width and height ofthe grid, respectively), where vertices (a; b) and (a0; b0) are connected by an edgeif and only if ja� a0j+ jb� b0j = 1. Note that grids are always planar graphs.Theorem 5. PlanLen-Transport111 is NP-completePlanLen-Transport111 is NP-complete, even if the roadmap is restrictedto be a grid.
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Proof. Membership in NP is already known. For hardness, we reduce from theL1 metric TSP, which is NP-complete in the strong sense [6, Problem ND23].4Omitting the technical details which can be found elsewhere [8], the key ideais to have one portable for each site in the TSP instance, which needs to bemoved to an adjacent location. The mobile starts at the northmost (with thehighest y coordinate) TSP site and has to visit each site in order to deliver allportables, and the number of movements needed for that is equal to the lengthof the shortest non-closed TSP tour (i. e. a tour not returning to the initiallocation). The tour can be closed by putting an additional portable that needsto be moved \far up north".To enforce that the length of the shortest plan is dominated by the movementbetween sites rather than movement between the initial and (adjacent) goallocations of portables the coordinates of the sites are scaled by a factor of 2n (nbeing the number of sites). 2The same reduction can be used in the unrestricted capacity case [8]. Addi-tionally, in this setting the following result holds.Theorem 6. PlanLen-Transport111 is NP-completePlanLen-Transport111 isNP-complete, even if the roadmap is restrictedto be a complete graph.Proof. Membership in NP is already known. For hardness, we reduce from theFeedback Vertex Set problem [6, Problem GT7]. Let (V;A) be a digraph andK 2 N. Then (V;A) contains a feedback vertex set of size at most K if andonly if there is a solution of length at most 3jV j+2jAj+K for the Transporttask I 2 I111 where the roadmap is a complete graph with locations V andan additional location v0, which is the initial location of the only mobile, thereare no capacity or fuel constraints, there is one portable to be moved from v0 toeach v 2 V and one portable to be moved from u to v for each (u; v) 2 A.To see this, observe that for each feedback vertex set V 0 � V , the planningtask can be solved by moving the mobile to the vertices from V 0 in any order,then to the vertices from V n V 0 in an order which is consistent with the arcs inthe subgraph induced by V nV 0 (which must be acyclic because V 0 is a feedbackvertex set), and �nally to the vertices from V 0 again, in any order, picking up anddropping portables in the obvious way. This requires jAj+ jV j pickup and dropactions each and jV j + jV 0j movements, totaling a number of actions boundedby 3jV j+ 2jAj+K if jV 0j � K.On the other hand, any plan must contain at least one pickup and dropaction for each portable and visit each location at least once, totaling 3jV j+2jAjactions, so if a plan does not exceed the given length bound, there cannot bemore than K locations that are visited more than once. These locations mustform a feedback vertex set. 24 Our transformation is only polynomial if numbers in the original TSP instance areencoded in unary, but this is a valid assumption for decision problems that areNP-complete in the strong sense.
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3 Competition Domains from AIPS 1998/2000Having completed the analysis of the Transport domain, we can now applythese results to the transportation domains from the planning competition.5TheMystery domain [15] is equal to our I��+ task set. Thus, plan existenceand bounded plan existence are NP-complete in this domain, even in the caseof planar roadmaps, according to Theorems 1 and 4 and Corollary 1. This stillholds if there is only one mobile and all portables start at the same location asthe mobile.TheMystery' domain [15] adds operators to move fuel between locations tothe originalMystery domain. However, these can only be applied if at least twounits of fuel are present at a given location, so for tasks from I�1+, there is nodi�erence between the two domains and consequently the same hardness resultsapply for Mystery'. Membership in NP for the decision problems related toMystery' follows from a polynomial plan length argument, as for the number ofmove, pickup and drop actions the same bounds as for Transport tasks apply,and there is no need to have more actions that move fuel than movements ofmobiles.Logistics tasks [15] are special cases of I11� tasks and generalizations ofI111 tasks with complete graph roadmaps. Thus, according to Theorems 1, 2,and 6, plans can be found in polynomial time in this domain, but the boundedplan existence problem is NP-complete, even if there is only one mobile (eithertruck or airplane).The Gripper domain [15] is a specialization of I�11 and thus allows forgenerating plans in polynomial time. Of course, this domain is so simple thateven optimal plans can be generated in polynomial time.For tasks without doors, the Grid domain [15] is very similar to I111 withgrid roadmaps6, thus the bounded plan existence problem in this domain isNP-hard, even in the absence of doors. It is actually in NP and thus NP-complete(with or without doors), again by a polynomial plan length argument, as it is nothard to bound the number of actions between two unlock actions in a reasonableplan, and no location can be unlocked more than once.If optimality is not required, plans can be generated in the Grid domain inpolynomial time by a simple strategy unlocking door after door as long as thisis possible and then moving the keys to their goal destinations if reachable. [8]Concluding our discussion of Grid, we want to briey mention another proofofNP-hardness for the bounded plan existence problem without going into detail(cf. [8]). This reduction does not emphasize the route planning aspect of thedomain and instead makes use of doors and is illustrated in Figure 1.5 Since a \benchmark domain" is not de�ned by the PDDL domain �le alone (considerthe Logistics domain, where it is implicitly assumed that in well-formed problemsthe sets of portables, trucks and airplanes are disjoint), we refer to the literature forinformal [1, 14, 15] and formal de�nitions [8] of these planning tasks.6 The only di�erence is that in Grid, the portable in hand can be swapped with aportable at the current location in just one action, but this does not make a di�erencefor the proof of Theorem 5.
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3 ABD A:AC B:C:D A:A:A B:B:B C:C:C D:D:DFig. 1. Grid instance corresponding to (A_B _D)^ (A_:A_C)^ (B _:C _:D).Locations with doors are marked with squares. The bottom left location contains themobile and one key for each literal, opening the corresponding doors. The bottom rightlocation contains an additional key. All keys must be moved to the bottom left location.3.1 Miconic-10For the remaining competition domain, the Miconic-10 elevator domain [12],things are a bit more complicated. There are actually three di�erent domainsunder that name that were part of the AIPS 2000 competition. The �rst, calledMiconic-10 STRIPS, de�nes tasks very similar to Logistics with one mobile,or I111 with complete graphs. The only di�erence is that portables (passengers)can only be dropped at their destination locations and can never be picked upagain (reboard the elevator). Theorems 1, 2, and 6 apply, and thus plans can befound in polynomial time, but deciding existence of a bounded length plan is anNP-complete problem.The same is true for the second version of Miconic-10, called simple ADL .In this version, all boarding and leaving at a given oor (picking up or dropping)is automatically handled by a single stop action with conditional e�ects. It causesall passengers inside the elevator with that goal destination to leave and allpassengers waiting outside to board. This only requires a minor change to theproof of Theorem 6, changing the plan length bound to 2(jV j+K)+1 for jV j+Kmovements of the elevator and jV j+K + 1 stop actions.The \real" Miconic-10 domain additionally introduces special passengerswhich impose movement restrictions on the elevator. Most importantly, the el-evator may only stop at oors to which all passengers inside the elevator haveaccess, and there are \attended" passengers who require the presence of at leastone \attendant" passenger as long as they are inside the cabin (if the last atten-dant leaves the elevator, a new one must board). There are also VIP passengerswho must be served with priority.The decision problems related to that domain are still in NP because thenumber of stops can be bounded by twice the number of passengers to be served(one stop at their initial, another at their goal oor), and this in turn boundsthe number of movements. However, as it turns out, plan existence is alreadyNP-hard in this domain. Due to space restrictions, we will not give a formalde�nition of the decision problem at hand, which can be found in [8]. It shouldbe possible to understand the following proof without those details, though.Theorem 7. PlanEx-Miconic-10 is NP-completeProof. Membership in NP has been shown. For NP-hardness, we reduce from
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the problem of �nding a Hamiltonian path with a �xed start vertex v1 in adigraph (V;A) [6, Problem GT39].The corresponding Miconic-10 task has the following oors: an init oorf0, �nal oor f1, for each vertex u a vertex start oor fu and vertex end oorf�u , and for each arc (u; v) an arc oor fu;v. F is the set of all these oors andfor each vertex u, Fu is the set containing fu, f�u , and the arc oors for outgoingarcs of u. These are the passengers to be served:Passenger From To Access to : : : Specialp0 f0 fv1 ff0; fv1g VIP, attendant8u 2 V : pu f0 fu F n ff1g attended8u 2 V : p�u fu f�u Fu [ ff1g attendant8u 2 V : p1u f�u f1 F n ffug none8(u; v) 2 A: pu;v fu;v fv ffu;v; f�u ; fvg attendantAssume that it is possible to solve the task. Because p0 is a VIP, the �rststops must be at f0 and fv1 , picking up all the attended passengers and p�v1 .Because of the movement restrictions of that passenger, the journey can onlyproceed to oors from Fv1 , and f�v1 is not an option because going there wouldlead to the only attendant leaving. Thus, the elevator must go to fv1;v2 (for somevertex v2 that is adjacent to v1) and can then only proceed to f�v1 and then fv2 ,picking up p1v1 .We are now in a similar situation as upon arrival at fv1 , and again, theelevator will eventually go to some oor fv3 , then fv4 , following the arcs of thedigraph (V;A) in a path [v1; : : : ; vn] until all vertices have been visited once.No vertex can be visited twice because of the passengers of type p1u . So planexistence implies a Hamiltonian path starting at v1 in the digraph.On the other hand, if a Hamiltonian path exists, there is a sequence of elevatormovements that leads to all attended passengers having arrived at their �naldestination and the elevator being at some oor fu for u 2 V . No longer requiringattendants, it can then immediately proceed to f�u , then f1 and �nally serve theremaining passengers of type fu;v (for arcs (u; v) not part of the Hamiltonianpath), one after the other, completing the plan. 24 DiscussionLet us briey summarize the results of our analysis. For fairly general trans-portation tasks, we have shown NP-completeness of non-optimal planning inthe restricted fuel case and NP-completeness of optimal planning in all cases.Just �nding some plan in tasks where fuel is abundant was shown to be a poly-nomial problem.This is detailed in Figure 2. For some domains, even some severe restrictionsare still su�cient to get NP-hardness. Speci�cally, all NP-hardness results inthe multi-agent competition domains still hold if there is only one agent, andthe NP-hardness result for Grid still holds if there are no doors at all. Forconvenience, we repeat the results for the competition domains:
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Transport���Theorem 1Mystery'Section 3 MysterySection 3Transport�1+
Transport111Theorem 3 Transport111planar graphTheorem 4

Transport�1�Theorem 2LogisticsSection 3Miconic-10Theorem 7 Miconic-10STRIPSSection 3.1Transport111compl. graphTheorem 6Miconic-10simple ADLSection 3.1
GridSection 3Transport111grid graphTheorem 5 Gridno doorsSection 3Fig. 2. The transportation domains hierarchy. Black lines indicate special cases, graylines strong similarities of domains. Deciding plan existence is NP-complete for do-mains with gray boxes, plans can be generated in polynomial time for domains inwhite boxes. The bounded plan length problem is NP-complete for all domains in the�gure. For the Gripper domain (not shown), both problems are polynomial.Domain name PlanEx PlanLenGrid polynomial NP-completeGripper polynomial polynomialLogistics polynomial NP-completeMiconic-10 (STRIPS or simple ADL) polynomial NP-completeMiconic-10 (full ADL) NP-completeNP-completeMystery, Mystery' NP-completeNP-completeIt is interesting to observe that in those domains where heuristic local searchplanners such as FF [10] excel, the table lists di�erent results for plan existenceand bounded plan existence. Because all hardness proofs only use a single agent,they carry over to optimal parallel planning, which implies that in these domainsplanners likeGraphplan [3] or IPP [11] try to solve provably hard subproblemsthat local search planners do not have to care about. When optimal plans arenot required, local search has a conceptual advantage here, and we cannot hopefor similar performance from any planner striving for optimality.Greedy local search is less appropriate, however, if additional constraints canlead to dead ends in the search space. We have faced this problem when dealingwith fuel constraints and in the fullMiconic-10 domain, where it may be unwiseto have people board the elevator who restrict its movement too much. In fact,the competition domains with NP-hard plan existence problems are exactlythe ones for which current planners based on heuristic local search encounterunrecognized dead ends.7 [9]While the observation that non-optimal planning is often easier than optimalplanning is by no means surprising or new, we consider it important to pointout. While there has been signi�cant recent progress on non-optimal planning,optimal planners tend to get less attention than they deserve, maybe due to the7 This is also true for the non-transportation benchmarks. [8, 9]
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fact that they are often compared to their non-optimal counterparts in terms ofthe size of problems they can handle. This kind of comparison is hardly fair.We also observe that all discussed decision problems are in NP. We do notconsider this a weakness of the benchmark set, as in STRIPS/ADL planning,NP membership is guaranteed as soon as there are polynomial bounds on planlengths, which is a reasonable restriction from a plan execution point of view.5 Related WorkOther work in the AI planning literature concerned with computational com-plexity results mostly focuses on domain-independent planning, analyzing dif-ferent variants of the planning problem and special cases thereof [2, 4, 5]. Thiswork mainly covers purely syntactical restrictions of general planning, such aslimiting the number of operator preconditions or e�ects, but also discusses thecomplexity of STRIPS-style planning in (arbitrary) �xed domains [5].There are very few articles in the planning literature which are concernedwith the same kind of domain-dependent planning complexity results as thiswork. The existing literature concentrates on the complexity of Blocksworld,including results for generalizations of the classical domain, e. g. allowing forblocks of di�erent size. The most comprehensive reference for this line of researchis an article by Gupta and Nau [7]. There is also a very interesting discussionof the important distinction between optimal, near-optimal and non-optimalplanning in Blocksworld. [16]The usefulness of the idea of partitioning planning domains into familieslike transportation and most of the corresponding terminology is borrowed fromwork by Long and Fox [13], although in that paper the focus is on the automaticdetection of transportation domains and the exploitation of some of their featuresby a planning algorithm, not on complexity aspects.6 OutlookWhile some questions were answered in the preceding sections, open issues re-main. In some domains it would be interesting to investigate some more spe-cial cases to come up with more �ne-grained results. For example, in the fullMiconic-10 domain, plan existence is NP-complete, but it is polynomial with-out special passengers and access restrictions. What is the complexity if onlysome of these enhancements are made?Where plan existence isNP-complete, detecting the phase transition between(usually easy) under-constrained and (usually easy) over-constrained instanceswould be interesting, increasing the bene�t of these domains for benchmarking.Finally, in addition to discussing \optimal" and \non-optimal" planning,near-optimal planning is an interesting topic for domains where plan existenceand bounded plan existence are of di�erent complexity [17]. Giving performanceguarantees is certainly easy in Logistics and the restricted Miconic-10 do-mains, but what about Grid?
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